
Ecosystem decline inquiry hearing, August 2021



To explore why I’ll share a contemporary case study: Western Port 
Woodlands.

Ecosystem decline inquiry
Despite legal frameworks in place (EPBC Act, FFG Act, EE Act, Native 
Vegetation Removal), and various policies over time, habitat decline 
continues (SoE 2018). 

Why?
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*Western Port Woodlands – Wildlife corridor or sand pit?, VNPA (2021) 
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• Mostly private land tenure, with poor observation records and 
improvement is a conflict of interest for title holder. EPBC requires 
developer to make EPBC referral (conflict of interest). FFG requires critical 
habitat designation or conservation order from Victorian Government.

• Threats are cumulative from each incremental quarry. But sites are 
assessed one by one providing convenient diffusion of threats by each 
applicant. There is no mechanism to assess a cumulative threat.

• Generally subject to Native Vegetation Removal regulations, however, 
industry is exempt in the planning scheme. This is administered by ERR 
instead (conflict of interest). 

• Process provides a closed loop of decision making within the Victorian 
Government where long term environmental protection may be in 
conflict with generalised “economic development” or short term political 
imperatives (BIG BUILD!). 

• This becomes a choice whereby administrative culture and prioritisation 
becomes evident.

Ecosystem decline inquiry

• An example…

Always the lowest priority Native Vegetation Removal (“Net gain” offsets) 

Despite legal frameworks in place (EPBC Act, FFG Act, EE Act, Native 
Vegetation Removal), and various policies over time, habitat decline 
continues (SoE 2018). 

Why?



Ecosystem decline inquiry

• Currently vegetation cover = 81ha

• Importantly, all of this vegetation requires 
an offset if removed

• Vegetation cover after “net gain” offset = 68ha

• Habitat net gain = -13ha

This clear net loss is most obvious from this 
contained first person “offset”, but could equally be 
translated to the whole state.

Offset example

If this was a investment fund where you received 
$68 from an $81 investment you would not feel like 
this was a net gain. 

You would feel like you were ripped off!
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Ecosystem decline inquiry

• Vegetation offsets are a fraud perpetrated against the natural world. 
These transactions are designed to boost liquidity and reduce cost of 
clearing permits on behalf of developers (lest their habitat destruction be 
prevented or slowed).

• By design, “net gain” offsets always lead to habitat loss.

• Mal-administration of this devious scheme further erodes habitat. Local 
government are typically responsible but they are entirely focussed on 
front end approvals paperwork and have no capacity for long term 
compliance.

Always the lowest priority Native Vegetation Removal (“Net gain” offsets) 

Despite legal frameworks in place (EPBC Act, FFG Act, EE Act, Native 
Vegetation Removal), and various policies over time, habitat decline 
continues (SoE 2018). 

Why?



Ecosystem decline inquiry

Overarching administrative culture
• Prioritising the long-term protection of our life support system.

• Removing conflict of interest from decision making.

• Funding adequate to bring effect to laws in place.

• Build a culture of compliance from the top down.

Always the lowest priority Native Vegetation Removal (Net loss offsets) 

What change would be effective?

Specific changes to laws and regulations
• Overhaul the fraud of biodiversity “offsets”.

• Allocate the cost of the compliance burden to those responsible 

(ideally upfront bonds).

What change would be effective?

Despite legal frameworks in place (EPBC Act, FFG Act, EE Act, Native 
Vegetation Removal), and various policies over time, habitat decline 
continues (SoE 2018). 

Why?


